TANDsoft, Inc. is a global provider of innovative HP NonStop software solutions for use in time virtualization, application modernization, security, and business continuity. Our intercept technology is used by many NonStop customers to enhance legacy application functionality with no program modifications. Our products are easy to install, easy to use, and are backed by exceptional support. TANDsoft offers free software trials and is always competitively priced. Check us out at www.tandsoft.com, or call us at +1 (514) 695-2234.

We look forward to catching up with you at Table #14 in the Partner Pavilion at the NonStop Advanced Technical Boot Camp. In addition to our new SDI Toolkit, please take the time to learn more about other TANDsoft solutions, including our flagship products OPTA2000 and FileSync.

**ANNOUNCING TANDsoft’s NEW SDI TOOLKIT**

**SDI Toolkit** protects sensitive data-at-rest by intercepting NonStop database access calls, encrypting data written to disk, and decrypting data read from disk. It supports Enscribe, SQL/MP, and SQL/MX, both native and non-native applications. No program changes are required.

**SDI/Log** provides intelligent interception and logging of all access to sensitive data. SDI/Log does not require any application modifications, works with all NonStop programs, and can be used by auditors for regulatory compliance.

**HP NonStop Security Partners are Loyal Customers**

Who uses SDI Toolkit? Several of the largest NonStop security partners have embedded our toolkit into their own popular solutions. Combined with those products as well as with HP Security Voltage, SDI Toolkit offers additional encryption and tokenization capabilities.

**Available for Use with In-House Security Solutions**

SDI Toolkit’s sensitive data interception capability benefits companies who have developed in-house security algorithms. Use the toolkit to encrypt and tokenize your databases, regardless of whether they comprise many files or only a few.

**SDI Toolkit Features and Benefits**

- Supports HP NonStop Enscribe, SQL/MP, SQL/MX
- Supports Native and non-Native applications
- Available on all HP NonStop servers
- No application modifications required
- Supports NonStop Guardian and OSS
- Helps organizations comply with PCI-DSS, IPAA, SOX, and other industry regulations
- Offers additional encryption and tokenization capabilities when combined with NonStop security partner products

Find information on SDI Toolkit and other TANDsoft solutions at www.tandsoft.com.